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Abstract: A novel approach for fiber optics 3D shape sensing, applicable to mini-invasive
bio-medical devices, is presented. The approach exploits the optical backscatter reflectometry
(OBR) and an innovative setup that permits the simultaneous spatial multiplexing of an optical
fibers parallel. The result is achieved by means of a custom-made enhanced backscattering
fiber whose core is doped with MgO-based nanoparticles (NP). This special NP-doped fiber
presents a backscattering-level more than 40 dB higher with respect to a standard SMF-28. The
fibers parallel is built to avoid overlap between NP-doped fibers belonging to different branches
of the parallel, so that the OBR can distinguish the more intense backscattered signal coming
from the NP-doped fiber. The system is tested by fixing, with epoxy glue, 4 NP-doped fibers
along the length of an epidural needle. Each couple of opposite fibers senses the strain on a
perpendicular direction. The needle is inserted in a custom-made phantom that simulates the
spine anatomy. The 3D shape sensing is obtained by converting the measured strain in bending
and shape deformation.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
The importance of shape sensing has significantly risen in the last decades, becoming a main
research interest for the area of research, as well as for industrial necessities. In this context the
shape sensors based on optical fibers (FOSSs) present advantages with respect to conventional
shape sensors (CSSs), having a particular applications niche where precise measurements and
minimal invasive sensors are required [1]. While CSSs, which can be categorized into electrical
resistivity sensors, micro electrical mechanical systems (MEMS) sensors and optoelectronics
sensors [2,3], are usually low cost but inaccurate and bulky, FOSSs are the best choice in bio-
medical applications such as epidural administration, colonoscopy, cardiac procedures, robotic
surgery and intra-arterial therapy [4–8]. Among the number of advantages shown by FOSSs, it is
possible to underline that fiber sensors present a small form factor and a light weight (diameter
of 125 µm or less), high sensitivity to temperature and strain, and chemical inertness [9,10].
Moreover, FOSSs are immune to external electromagnetic fields and are biocompatible [11]. The
intrinsic small size of FOSSs is also associated to the possibility to implement multi-point or
distributing sensing so that the interrogation unit can be placed in a remote place without the
necessity of complicated and bulky wiring and connections [12,13].
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The technology related to the problem of shape sensing, by the use of optical fibers, is mainly
focused on the understanding of the fiber bending curvature and direction. The bending can be
detected by measuring the induced cross-talking of the evanescent field in a multi-core structure,
so measuring a change of optical intensity, or by detecting a strain induced by the fiber bending
[14,15]. The last detecting strategy became predominant since the strain sensing can be easily
implemented by using inscribed structure like Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) [16,17]. An FBG
consists of a periodic modulation of the core refractive index of a fiber which acts as a notch filter,
permitting the reflection of a narrow band (typically, less than 1 nm) centered in a wavelength
called Bragg wavelength. The reflected spectrum, as well as the Bragg wavelength, shifts with
the variation of temperature and strain in the fiber [18]. The use of FBGs permits an easy
demodulation of the stain. Nevertheless, the measurement obtained by an FBG is punctual, i.e.
related to the location of the FBG. To achieve a multi-point, quasi-distributed measurements, an
array of FBGs, each of them with a different Bragg wavelength, shall be inscribed in the fiber [19].
Furthermore, for a complete detection of the bending direction a structure with multiple fibers
or a multiple core fiber, each of them with an inscribed array of FBGs, is required [12,20–22].
The geometrical arrangement of fibers/cores depends on the object geometry to shape, and on
the degree of freedom of the target shape modification: 2D for an in-plane shape sensing, 3D
for a shape sensing free of constrains [23]. In general, at least three fibers (or a fiber with three
cores) arranged in a triangular shape are required for a full 3D shape measurement [12]. Adding
a forth core and twisting the system can be useful for detecting torsion and for compensating
the temperature [24]. Fibers with a larger number of cores, permitting the use of advanced
shape reconstruction algorithms and permitting to achieve higher precision, are also investigated
[25,26].
Multiple point sensing, achieved by multiplexing FBGs arrays over different fibers/cores,
presents limitations related to distance between each FBGs, usually around 1 cm (center to
center). This large distance can spoil the accuracy of the sensor, which is a strict requirement in
critical medical applications [4,27]. Distributed sensing is the modern solution to improve the
accuracy of optical sensors, and therefore the accuracy of shape sensors, by increasing the density
of sensing points [28]. Distributed sensing is achieved by exploiting methods belonging to the
family of optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR). The basic principle of OFDR concerns
the spectral demodulation of the distributed reflections occurring in an optical fiber, given a
large band source [29,30]. The optical backscattering reflectometer represents the practical
implementation of OFDR principle [31]. The distributed reflection is given by the Rayleigh
backscattering, naturally occurring in every optical fiber. Rayleigh scattering, mainly given by
the reflective index fluctuation inside the glass material, presents a chaotic spectrum, dependent
on the fiber position. Nevertheless, Rayleigh scattering nature is deterministic, and it can be used
like a signature for the fiber. With this approach, the OBR allows a simple and low cost SMF-28
fiber, used in telecommunication, to become an inline distributed sensor for temperature and
strain with a resolution lower than 1 mm [4]. However, the improvement in terms of resolution is
payed in terms of demodulation complexity which reduces the sample frequency in real-time
sensing applications. Moreover, the OBR can perform a distributed measurement only over a
single fiber. A parallel of multiple fibers, simultaneously interrogated, cannot be implemented,
since the backscattering level of a fiber is indistinguishable from the one given by the other fibers.
A possible solution to circumvent this issue is to poll each fiber in different time slots by the help
of an optical switch [32]. The solution is effective but drastically reduces the sample frequency
to values lower than 1 Hz.
In this contribution a proof a 3D shape sensing technique that exploits the paradigm of
simultaneous spatial multiplexing in OBR distributed sensing for strain detection is presented.
This technique has been already presented to map the temperature profile in thermal ablation
[33]. The concept is based on possibility to feed the OBR with a parallel of optical fiber sensors,
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composed by a special enhanced scattering fiber and a SMF-28 pigtail. By overlapping the
enhanced scattering fiber with the parallel of SMF-28 pigtails, it is possible to distinguish the
backscattered signal given by the enhanced scattering fiber with respect to the backscattering
given by the SMF-28 pigtails, which is assimilated to noise. The enhanced backscattering fiber is
a special, non-commercial fiber which presents the core doped with a random pattern of MgO
nanoparticles (NP) [34]. The random distribution, as well as the random size, of the nanoparticles
generates an enhancement of the backscattering in the order of 40 dB with respect to a standard
SMF-28 fiber. The fiber parallel is composed by 4 branches, where the tip is constituted by a cut
of 18 cm of NP-fiber. The tip of each fiber has been glued to an epidural needle, positioning the
fibers along the length of the needle forming an angle of 90° between each other. The needle
has been inserted in a custom made phantom [35], to test the capability of the setup to reveal
the proper variation of strain along the needle in every direction. The measured strain has been
elaborated to reconstruct the bending and the 3D shape of the needle during the insertions.
2. OBR multiplexing using nanoparticles doped fiber
2.1. Principle of simultaneous spatial multiplexing
The core idea, to enable the simultaneous spatial multiplexed setup to feed the OBR, is to exploit
the high scattering properties of a special, custom made, MgO-based nanoparticles doped optical
fiber [34]. The multiplexing principle is based on a setup composed by a parallel of fibers.
Each branch of this parallel setup is made by a cut of single mode fiber (SMF-28), that acts as
a separator, spliced to a NP-doped fiber, which represents the sensing part of the parallel line.
All the branches are connected in parallel by the use of one or more splitters. The length of
the separators in each branch is differentiated so that the NP-doped fiber in one line spatially
overlaps only with the SMF-28 separators of the other branches. The OBR, in a certain position
z, receives the backscattered power of the whole parallel. This is the summation of the power
backscattered by each branch according to the following relations:
Ps,i(z) =

PSMF 0 ≤ z<LSMF,i
PNP LSMF, ≤ z ≤ (LSMF,i + LNP,i)
(1)
Pd(z) =
N∑
i=1
Ps,i(z), (2)
Where LSMF,i and LNP,i represent the length of the separator and the length of the NP-doped fiber
in the ith line, respectively. Because the backscattering power from the NP-doped fiber is several
dB higher with respect to the one generated by the SMF-28 separators (roughly 40 dB more), the
trace of the NP-doped fiber can be distinguished and properly correlated by the OBR, while the
backscattering coming from the other SMF-28 fibers can be treated as a noise. This method is
robust and scalable. The NP-doped fiber behaves like a standard fiber in terms of sensitivity to
temperature and strain with the only difference given by the enhanced backscattering [36]. The
level of backscattering is high with respect to a standard SMF-28 but low enough to preserve the
validity of the operating principles of the OFDR. Moreover, the capability of scaling the number
of multiplexed fibers depends mainly on the sensor length. Beisenova et al. reported OBR
multiplexing with 4 temperature sensing fibers, with potential multiplexing of up to 32 sensors
by reducing the sensor length to 6 cm [33], a length more than reasonable for high precision
bio-medical applications [7,37]. An example of multiplexed setup is shown in the schematic of
Fig. 1.
The schematic shows a parallel of 4 fibers, where the parallel is obtained by using 3 splitters
1×2 in cascade. Four separators Si, each of them presenting a different length, are spliced to
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Fig. 1. Schematic of 4 lines multiplexed setup. Each line is composed by a SMF-28
separator spliced to a cut of NP-doped fiber. The length of each separator is calibrated to
permit the NP-doped fiber of one line to overlap only the separators of the other lines.
a cut of NP-doped fiber. The shown schematic is the base of the setup used in this work to
reconstruct the 3D shape of an epidural needle during the insertion in a proper phantom. Cuts
of 18 cm of NP-doped fibers have been fixed to an epidural needle in order to detect the strain
in 4 different directions. The OBR used is the commercial Luna Inc., OBR4600 [31]. The
advantage of this parallel setup is given by the possibility of achieving a simultaneous distributed
sensing on each branch, according to the operating principles of OFDR [30], by multiplexing the
sources of distributed sensing in space. This is a significant improvement with respect to other
methods based on time polling of each sensor by using a switch [32], in particular in real-time
continuous operation. Actually, the OBR, because of the complexity of internal operations, to
trigger and reference the input signal and to reconstruct the spectrum in each sensing point,
cannot achieve a high frequency time sampling (usually something in between 1 to 5 Hz). A
time polling by means of a switch would drastically reduce the frequency of interrogations
in time to values much lower of 1 Hz, since each channel has to be triggered and referenced
separately. The proposed simultaneous spatial multiplexing strategy, instead, preserves the
capability of continuous operation given by the OBR. Another advantage presented by this kind
of multiplexed setup is given by the possibility of pack a number of sensors in a limited space, a
typical requirement in bio-medical and surgical devices such as needles and catheters [5].
2.2. MgO based nanoparticle fiber
As previously explained, the most important component of the simultaneous spatial multiplexed
setup, which permits the correct detection by the OBR, is the MgO nanoparticle doped fiber. The
use of such fiber is an elegant solution with respect to fibers which are UV-processed to increase
the scattering properties [32]. The nanoparticle doped fiber, after the preform fabrication, can be
drawn in meters-long spool, where every section of the fiber presents similar, form the statistical
point of view, scattering properties. This permits to treat the special fiber as a standard fiber by
cutting and splicing the desired length for the sensor application.
The fiber cross-section is shown in Fig. 2(a). The fiber presents the typical size of a telecom
fiber, having the core diameter of 10 µm and the cladding diameter of 125 µm. It is worth noting
that the standard size permits the fiber to be easily spliced with ordinary SMF-28 pigtails. The
original purpose of the fiber is to be an optical amplifier in the telecom C-band with enhanced
efficiency, so that the core of the fiber is doped with Er3+ and MgO-based nanoparticles. The
presence of the nanoparticles permits to create a more suitable environment to improve the
property of optical amplification of erbium ions. However, in this work, the amplifier properties
of the fiber have not been exploited. Instead, the focus has been put on the nanoparticles
distributed in the core and the strong increment of backscattering induced by their presence. The
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nanoparticle distribution is random, as well as their size, which varies from 20 nm to 100 nm.
The composition of the nanoparticles is dependent on the phase separation of MgO in the buffer
of silica, so the nanoparticles are silica enriched of MgO.
Fig. 2. (a) SEM of the NP-doped fiber; (b) realization of a random generated structure used
for FEM simulations; (c) fundamental mode field distribution; (d) backscattering power vs
fiber length.
This special optical fiber preform is fabricated with conventional Modified Chemical Vapor
Deposition (MCVD) technique [38]. The high temperature reached during the process allows
to form oxide nanoparticles in germanium-doped silica-based preforms. The principle, that
permits the nanoparticle to be created, is the spontaneous phase separation process, i.e. the
immiscibility between alkaline ions and silicate systems [39]. In the presented fiber, the phase
separation creates two phases: one rich of silica and one rich of MgO, condensed to form
spherical nanoparticles, whose characteristics depend on the initial concentration of Mg. The
final composition of the preform is difficult to estimate. Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses
suggests that magnesium and germanium concentrations vary along the axial direction of the fiber.
The exact composition of the nanoparticles is also difficult to estimate. The strong scattering in
the core preform impedes the experimental measurement of the core refractive index using a
standard preform analyzer. Nevertheless, based on the averaged concentration of germanium
and magnesium, the refractive index of the core substrate can be estimated to a value varying
from 1.7 to 4.0×10−3 higher with respect to the cladding index, while the refractive index of the
nanoparticles ranges from 1.53 to 1.65 [34].
Using those estimated data, related to the refractive indices of the material and the distribution
of the nanoparticles, a set of random generated structures, which share the same statistics of the
real fiber cross-section shown in Fig. 2(a), have been numerically analyzed by means of a Finite
Element Method (FEM) based software. An example of random realization of fiber cross-section
is shown in Fig. 2(b). The simulations permit to depict a scenario characterized by a multimode
behavior. The shape of the modes is deformed by the effect of the localization given by the
nanoparticles random pattern [40], as shown in Fig. 2(c), where the fundamental mode (FM) is
depicted. The calculated average Mode Field Diameter (MFD) of the fundamental mode is 9.7
µm at 1550 nm, roughly 2 µm smaller than the MFD of a fiber presenting the same core diameter
and index contrast between core and cladding, but without nanoparticles.
The presence of nanoparticles not only induces a higher scattering, but also modifies the
propagation behavior of the fiber. The fiber backscattering has been investigated by using Luna
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OBR4600. A long cut NP-doped fiber has been spliced to a SMF-28 pigtail feed the OBR.
The OBR spatial resolution has been chosen of 0.1 mm. Performing a Fourier analysis of the
backscattered signal, tested by an input laser scanning from 1530 nm to 1572 nm, the OBR is
able to reconstruct the backscattered power along the fiber length, as it is shown in Fig. 2(d).
The backscattering of the SMF-28 pigtail, just before the splice, presents a level of -118 dB.
After the splice, the NP-doped fiber shows a backscattering power which is roughly 45 dB higher.
The backscattering level rapidly decrease with a rate of 33 dB/m, falling under the detectable
level after 1.5 meter of NP-doped fiber. The high backscattering and the attenuation are mainly
given by the presence of nanoparticles. A second source of attenuation can be identified by the
presence, in the fiber core, of erbium, which is an optical active material in the region of operation
of the OBR. However, the concentration of erbium (1.5 × 1024 ions/m3) is to be considered low.
At this concentration, the backscattering given by the erbium ions has been measured to be lower
than 0.7 dB/m, negligible with respect to the backscattering given by the nanoparticles.
3. Experimental setup
In order to exploit the distributed spatial multiplexed paradigm for 3D shaping, an experimental
setup has been prepared. The setup is divided in three main parts: an OBR, a fiber parallel
composed by cuts of SMF-28 pigtails and cuts of NP-doped fiber arranged as explained in the
previous section, and an epidural needle, which is the target of the shape sensing, properly
sensorized with the fiber parallel.
The core of the distributed sensing measurements setup is based on a commercial OBR (Luna
Inc., OBR4600) [31], shown in Fig. 3(a), that operates according to the principles of OFDR.
Thanks to this powerful device it is possible to detect the Rayleigh backscattering spectrum along
the sensor, usually represented by a standard SMF-28 fiber.
Fig. 3. (a) Experimental setup; (b) detail of the phantom used for the insertions; (c) detail of
the sensorized epidural needle; (d) schematic of the needle cross-section, it is worth noting
that the fiber are placed at 90° with respect to each other along x and y directions.
The backscattering trace of a fiber acts like a distributed signature. In fact, the backscattering
spectrum shifts when the sensor experiences a change of temperature or strain. This shift
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can be correlated to the original trace in order to detect point by point temperature and strain
variation. While standard and cheap SMF-28 can become an effective distributed sensor, the
cost is paid in term of complicated and time-consuming operation of Fast Fourier transform
performed by the OBR. Because of that, the choice of the sensing parameters is fundamental
and represents a trade-off between spatial resolution, strain accuracy and sampling frequency in
real-time continuous measurement. The instrument parameters have been selected as following:
the sensing range has been set to 1 m covering the fiber parallel cut that includes the NP-doped
particles; the gauge length, which represents the calculation window size where the operation of
cross-correlation is performed, is set to 0.5 cm; and the sensor spacing has been chosen to 0.2 cm.
The fibers parallels, whose operating principles have been explained in the previous section, is
composed by 4 lines made by a SMF-28 separator, spliced with a cut of high scattering NP-doped
fiber. The splice has been easily performed with the entry level fusion splicer (Fujikura 12-S),
by setting the single mode (SM to SM) program, thanks to the standard telecom dimension of
the NP-doped fiber. The length of the separators has been properly chosen in order to impede
the spatial overlap between two NP-doped fibers. The length of the NP-doped fiber cut has
been set to roughly 17-18 cm. Each line of the parallel has been connected by the help of three
50/50 1×2 splitters. The input of the first splitter has been connected to the OBR, while the
NP-doped fiber terminations have been fixed by the use of the epoxy glue to epidural needle,
as shown in Fig. 3(c). The needle is a Tuohy epidural needle (ZZOR18G model), presenting
8 cm of length, 18 Gage of thickness equivalent to 1.32 mm of outer diameter and 1.09 mm
of inner diameter, produced by Balton (Poland). The fibers have been arranged on the needle
following two perpendicular directions, namely x and y, with two fibers in every direction, so
than the angle between neighbor fibers is 90°, as depicted in the schematic of Fig. 3(d). Not all
the needle length has been sensorized, the fibers have been glued only in the last 7 cm of the
needle starting from the tip. To verify the correct operation of the spatial multiplexed setup and
the correct spacing between the fiber separators the backscattering trace has been measured by
the OBR. The trace is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Backscattering trace of spatial multiplexed fiber setup. Each NP-doped fiber cut
is roughly 17–18 cm. The length of the separators has been selected to avoid the overlap
between the NP-doped fiber trace.
Furthermore, to test the setup for 3D shape sensing, a phantom, created to reproduce the
bio-tissues and the ligaments that the needle shall pass through to achieve the epidural space, has
been used. The phantom, depicted in Fig. 3(b), is similar to the one proposed by Beisenova et
al. in [35]. It presents different layers, each of them mimics the texture of a particular tissue
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or ligament. It is equipped with a layer of hardened clay to simulate the contact of the needle
tip with the spinal bones, when the epidural space is not correctly achieved. The goal of the
phantom, for this application, is to give to the sensorized needle a realistic route of insertion,
such that the spatial multiplexed could sense the strain on x and y directions. Starting from the
strain, the shape of the needle during the insertion is reconstructed.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Reconstruction of 3D shape
As shown in Fig. 5, four fibers are fixed along the length of the needle. The fibers are coupled, so
that two sense the strain in a perpendicular direction, namely xˆ for the fibers 1 and 3, yˆ for the fibers
2 and 4. The strain is, therefore, decomposed in two perpendicular components Sx and Sy. This
configuration permits to have an effective strain detection and, at the same time, a compensation
of temperature change along the z axis. Moreover, the configuration with four fibers, orthogonally
disposed, permits a simplified bending reconstruction [41]. In normal condition, under the
hypothesis that the needle can be bent but not deformed in its transversal cross-section, the fibers
coupled on a particular axis will experience a strain that is equal in modulus and opposite in sign.
The potential difference can be induced by a gradient of temperature, which can be removed since
all the fibers, in fixed a position z, should experience the same temperature. In the condition of
straight needle, every fiber detects the strain on the needle in distributed points spaced by s, which
is the sensor spacing set in the OBR, in the case under exam 2 mm. Therefore, the needle can be
divided in small cylinders of height s. When the needle is bent in a random direction, the strain
induced by the bending can be decomposed along the xˆ and yˆ directions, and the respective fiber
couple can detect the strain variation, which represents a deformation of the cylinder of height s.
Fig. 5. (a) Position and nomenclature of the fibers fixed along the length of the epidural
needle; (b) every couple of fiber (1,3 and 2,4) monitors the strain on a perpendicular direction,
the strain is calculated every fiber portion long s; (c) The fiber portion is deformed inducing
the overall bend.
To reconstruct the shape of the needle by using the strain measurements, it is possible to use
the following iterative algorithm:
• The normal nˆ0 of the bottom cylinder C0 is always directed along zˆ.
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• The normal nˆi+1 of the cylinder Ci+1 depends on the strain applied to the cylinder Ci, in
particular the normal nˆi+1 is rotated in the plane xz and yz by the following angles:
θx,i+1 = tan−1
[
(Sx,i,3 − Sx,i,1) sd
]
(3)
θy,i+1 = tan−1
[
(Sy,i,4 − Sy,i,2) sd
]
(4)
Knowing the rotation angle at every step it is possible to reconstruct the direction of the normal
vector step by step. Consequently, it is possible to locate the center of the needle and its shape
for every step ∆z equivalent to the sensor spacing s. This method represents a local linear
approximation of the bending induced in the needle, which is valid for bending of small entity
(in this work, the maximum displacement is ∼1.5 mm over 80 mm, corresponding to maximum
bending angle ∼1°). However, in many bio-medical applications, such as micro-invasive robotic
surgery, a very small shape deformation has to be detected and reconstructed. This method,
combined to the relevant strain sensitivity given by the use of optical fibers, is well suitable for
this kind of applications.
4.2. Straightforward insertion
The first experiment has been performed by inserting the needle, equipped with the parallel setup
of sensors, in the phantom shown in Fig. 3(d). Every insertion has been manually performed by
slowly puncturing each layer of the phantom, along a straight line, to reach the epidural space
represented by the last jelly layer.
The experiment has been repeated several times to verify the repeatability of the procedure
and to verify the consistency of the proposed 3D shaping method. In Fig. 6 the results of one
experiment are shown. The displacement of fiber 1 and fiber 3 along x axis has been plotted in the
upper line for five different moments of time, while the displacement of fiber 2 and fiber 4 along
Fig. 6. Straightforward insertion. Displacement of fiber 1 (red) and fiber 3 (blue), for
different time moments, are shown in the upper sequence; Displacement of fiber 2 (magenta)
and fiber 4 (green), for the same time moments, are shown in the lower sequence.
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y axis has been plotted, for the same moments of time, in the lower line. The time of penetration
is roughly 15 seconds. It is possible to notice that the needle, penetrating in the phantom and
passing through different layers with different stiffness, experiences bending, that can rotate along
the axis. In fact, the components of the displacement, reconstructed by the strain measurement
using the strategy explained in the previous sub-section, show a change of direction during the
penetration. Furthermore, the picture shows that the maximum angle of bending is obtained at
5 cm from the tip of the needle, while the tip remains mostly straight. When the last layer of
jelly that represents the epidural space is reached, the strain is released, and the needle return
in its original straight shape. The couples of fibers along x and y axes follow the same pattern,
so that it is comfortable to reconstruct the shape of the needle, since one fiber shows a positive
strain while the opposite one shows the same strain but negative. It is worth noting that the total
bending is small, i.e. less than 2 mm along the length of the needle that is sensorized (7 cm).
The proposed system operates very well when the bending to sense in small, since the sensitivity
of the fiber to detect the strain is quite relevant. This behaviour also justifies the assumption of
small bending that has been used in the algorithm for shape sensing.
Starting from the components of the displacement it is possible to reconstruct the spatial
modification of needle shape during the penetration, and plot it in a 3D reference, as shown in
Fig. 7, or create an animation (see Visualization 1 and Visualization 2). The frame rate of the
animation is one frame per second. This value is the value suggested by the OBR when 1 m of
fiber is detected and 2 mm of sensing space are set, operating in continuous mode.
Fig. 7. Straightforward insertion. 3D shape reconstruction of the needle during the
penetration at different time moments. The animation can be retrieved here (Visualization
1). It is worth noting that the x and y axes are scaled by a factor of ten. The 3D shape with
realistic size is here (Visualization 2).
The frequency rate can be improved by reducing the length of NP-doped fiber, so that the
sensing length of 1 m can be reduced too. Moreover, the frequency of the OBR can be further
adjusted by operating on the setting of the instrument.
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4.3. Insertion with bone collision
The second set of experiments has been performed inserting the needle inside the phantom to
simulate a collision with a bone. Form Fig. 3, it can be seen that the bottom layer of the phantom
is divided in two part, a soft jelly part that mimics the epidural space and a hardened clay that
represent a bone. The penetration has been manually performed and a little bit of pressure has
been applied when the clay has been reached. The results of experiment are shown in Fig. 8. As
the previous case, it is possible to see the displacement of fiber 1 and fiber 3 along x axis in the
upper sequence, and the displacement of fiber 2 and fiber 4 along y axis in the lower sequence.
The time of penetration, in this case, is 10 seconds and the pictures has been plotted with a time
increment of 2 seconds. Respect to the straightforward insertion, now the needle experiences an
extra bending because of the collision with the clay. In the last time frame the residual bending is
correctly recorded by the OBR and reconstructed in the 3D shape.
Fig. 8. Insertion with bone collision. Displacement of fiber 1 (red) and fiber 3 (blue), for
different time moments, are shown in the upper sequence; Displacement of fiber 2 (magenta)
and fiber 4 (green), for the same time moments, are shown in the lower sequence.
Four frames of the 3D shape reconstruction, representing different moments of the penetration,
are shown in Fig. 9, the corresponding animations can be retrieved here (Visualization 3). The
frame rate of the animation is one frame per second. The x and y axes of the 3D animation are
scaled by ten, to permit the visualization of the small bending. The proposed system has been
demonstrated to be well suitable to detect such a small needle deformation. The real-scale needle
shape reconstruction can be seen here (Visualization 4).
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Fig. 9. Insertion with bone collision. 3D shape reconstruction of the needle during the
penetration at different time moments. The animation can be retrieved here (Visualization
3). It is worth noting that the x and y axes are scaled by a factor of ten. The 3D shape with
realistic size is here (Visualization 4).
5. Conclusion
In this work a novel method of 3D shape sensing, mainly for medical devices such as needles
and catheters, has been reported. The proposed 3D shape sensing is particularly effective when
a small deformation needs to be detected. Such situations are common in several bio-medical
applications like micro-invasive robotic surgery or ophthalmic procedures. The described system
is based on the use of a new paradigm of simultaneous distributed spatial multiplexing of optical
fiber sensors. A parallel of special optical fibers has been designed to feed an OBR to detect
temperature or strain. Each line of the parallel is built by splicing a telecom SMF-28 pigtail and
a custom made MgO-based NP doped fiber. Thanks to the involved fabrication technology, this
fiber presents a core sprinkled by a random pattern of MgO nanoparticles having a diameter in
between 20 nm and 100 nm. The effect of the nanoparticles is to increase the level of scattering.
The detected backscattering is more than 40 dB larger than the one shown by a standard telecom
fiber. Therefore, by building the fiber parallel in a way that the NP-doped fiber does not overlap
with the other NP-doped fiber on the other lines, it is possible to distinguish the NP-doped fiber
high backscattering from the low-level backscattering of the SMF-28 pigtails. The amount of
SMF-28 backscattering can be mathematically treated like a noise with respect to the NP-doped
fiber backscattering. This setup is effective, non only for distributed sensing of different fibers,
but it is also effective in real-time operation, since it does not involve time polling, detrimental
for OBR operation. The proposed paradigm of simultaneous distributed multiplexing represents
a novel solution in the area of fiber sensors, being able to combine parallel spatial multiplexing,
distributed sensing, and real-time operation. This permits the efficient parallel operation of the
OBR, which is usually fed by a single sensor. The adopted solution, involving the nanoparticle
doped fiber, is scalable in terms of number of multiplexed channels. Moreover, the nanoparticles
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doped fiber, after the fabrication of the preform, represents a cost-effective practical solution
with advantages in terms of reliability.
The proof of the proposed 3D shape sensing methodology has been done by using a Tuohy
epidural needle. The parallel of optical fiber has been glued along the length of the needle
with an arrangement that involves the fibers to be coupled along x and y axis directions. Every
fiber is separated by its neighbors by an angle of 90°. This geometry permits the detection of
two perpendicular stain components. With the precise strain information, given by the OBR,
it is possible to reconstruct the bending along the needle, and consequently the 3Ds shape. A
locally linear approximation of the bending, valid for small deformation, has been applied to
reconstruct the shape form the strain components. Two kind of insertion experiments, namely a
straightforward insertion and a collision against a bone, have been manually performed using a
special custom-made phantom able to simulate the spine anatomy of the epidural space. Results
have shown the effective capability of sensing the strain form the fiber parallel and reconstructing
the bending and the real-time evolution of the 3D shape of the needle. The detected shape has
been demonstrated to effectively describe the expected behavior of the needle, penetrating the
phantom according to well recognizable insertion patterns.
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